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FOREWORD 

The need for this paper was perhaps best evidenced by a headline appearing onForbes.com on October 23, 

2006, questioning “Chief Ethics Officers: Who Needs Them?”
1

 The article was a response to statistics that 

had been reported just a few days earlier by Business Week that during the first three quarters of 2006, a 

CEO was fired every thirteen days as the result of scandal.
2

 “Chief ethics and compliance officers have 

become trendy in recent years,” the Forbes article went on to say, “but some experts fear they act mainly 

as window dressing.” 

Yet research suggests that when appropriately designed and situated in an organization, ethics 

programs—and the officers who lead them—can and do make a difference.
3

 The key is to have a program 

that is adequately structured, with sufficient authority and responsibility given to its designated leader to 

carry out his or her responsibilities. When this happens, a proper tone is set from the top, an ethical 

culture grows, and misconduct is reduced. By contrast, a Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer (CECO) 

who serves as window dressing likely does more harm than good, especially in times of difficulty. 

A close look at ethics and compliance programs across companies suggests that there is wide 

disagreement about the best way to situate a CECO. Conversations with CECOs also quickly reveal their 

frustration: these professionals cannot fully do their jobs. Their issue is not the desire to perform; rather, 

despite good intentions on the part of their employers, many CECOs are set up for failure due to deficient 

resources, inadequate preparation, or insufficient authority. 

The purpose of this paper therefore is to suggest the role that is most appropriate to the corporate CECO 

such that an organizational ethics and compliance capability can achieve its intended purpose. The 

document that follows is a product of the Ethics Resource Center’s Fellows Program, and is also the 

result of several discussions among leaders of some of the most prominent nonprofit organizations in the 

ethics and compliance industry, convened to speak with onevoice on this issue. 

Our intention with this document is to offer suggestions, but not to prescribe detailed solutions. Every 

organization is unique; therefore the way a CECO functions must also be tailored to the corporate 

environment in which that person operates. What is universal is the fact that ethics is essential to 

longstanding success in business and the recovery of public trust in market economies. If ethics is to be a 

priority, it must be championed and fully supported. To that end, we offer this report as a starting place 

for a continuing discussion of the most effective ways to enable CECOs and their organizations to achieve 

success. 

Scott A. Roney  Patricia J. Harned 

Co-Chair, CECO Working Group Co-Chair, CECO Working Group 

 

                                                   

1 Clark, Hannah. (2006, October 23). Chief Ethics Officers: Who Needs Them? 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Senior corporate executives are under great pressure to build and maintain strong organizational ethics 

programs. The stakes are high for any organization that fails to make ethics a priority and then finds itself 

embroiled in scandal. 

Public perceptions—often driven by the media—spoil a company’s reputation and weaken its brand 

value. Lowered trust among investors can devastate a company’s ability to attract support for growth. 

Regulators and lawmakers may move swiftly to punish and/or further regulate those who step outside 

accepted ethical boundaries. 

Today, many organizations are choosing to consolidate the critical responsibility for ethics and 

compliance programs under a chief ethics and compliance officer (CECO). But the specific roles and 

reporting lines for this relative newcomer among corporate management positions are not always clearly 

defined; many CECOs report feeling set up for failure due to insufficient authority or inadequate 

resources. 

This paper is intended to serve as the starting point for a dialogue within corporate management circles—

particularly among CEOs, boards of directors and the CECOs themselves—about the proper placement, 

qualifications, and responsibilities for a leader of the corporate ethics and compliance function. 

This paper also provides resources and identifies additional steps for further examination of this critical 

management function. The Bottom Line: CECOs Add Value CECOs whose roles are clearly and 

properly defined and who are empowered to create and maintain strong ethics programs: 

 Help provide shelter from severe sanctions in the event of legal/regulatory 

difficulty; 

 Contribute to the establishment of an enduring ethical culture; 

 Help other corporate leaders prevent misconduct or effectively address it 

when it occurs; and 

 Provide a public demonstration of the organization’s commitment to 

integrity. 

To truly be a value-added function, the CECO must have a well-defined role and be endowed with 

adequate resources. This demands a balance between tailoring the job to an organization’s unique 

characteristics and providing the CECO with the basic authority and tools that should be universal for all 

who hold such positions. 

At minimum, a CECO should be: 

 Held accountable to the governing authority to carry out the board’s 

delegated fiduciary responsibilities; 



 Independent to raise matters of concern without fear of reprisal or a conflict 

of interest; 

 Connected to company operations in order to build an ethical culture that 

advances the overall objectives of the business; and 

 Given the authority to have decisions and recommendations taken seriously 

at all levels of the organization. 

The CECO also must have the financial and human resources necessary to comprehensively promote 

standards, educate the workforce, and respond to potential violations in a timely manner.  

A CECO’s line of reporting is perhaps the single biggest influence on his or her credibility and authority 

within the organization. Ideally, the CECO will: 

 Have employment decided and terminated only at the direction of the board 

of directors; 

 Directly report to either the board or the CEO; 

 Have direct, unfiltered access to the board; and 

 Achieve performance goals as defined by the board and CEO. 

The CECO position should be augmented by the board’s appointment of one independent director or 

member of the audit committee, knowledgeable about business ethics and compliance, with accountability 

for ethics and compliance. 

A CECO should be a full member of executive leadership, expected to: 

 Oversee assessment of organizational risk for misconduct and 

noncompliance; 

 Establish organizational objectives for ethics and compliance; 

 Manage the organization’s entire ethics and compliance program; 

 Implement initiatives to foster an ethical culture throughout the organization; 

 Supervise ethics and compliance staff embedded throughout the 

organization; 

 Frequently inform the board of directors and senior management team of 

risks, incidents, initiatives driven by the ethics and compliance program, and 

progress toward program goals; 

 Implement a program of measurement to monitor program performance; and 



 Oversee periodic measurements of program effectiveness. 

Sample position descriptions and case studies of CECOs are available on the Ethics Resource Center 

website.
4 

Like any other member of the senior executive team, a CECO should enter the position with certain 

knowledge and skills, including: 

 Management experience; 

 Ability to work at the executive level; 

 Knowledge of business; 

 Knowledge of and passion for ethical conduct and compliance; and 

 Strong personal character and a commitment to integrity. 

Beyond their daily duties, CECOs have a responsibility to themselves and to the broader ethics and 

compliance field. As executives, CECOs should consider themselves accountable to a standard of conduct 

equal to that imposed upon other executives and the board, as well as the broader public and to CECO 

peers. 

As a result, CECOs must: 

 Demand a high standard of conduct from vendors, non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs), and others providing ethics and compliance related 

services; 

 Take responsibility for the preparation of rising CECOs and other ethics and 

compliance professionals; and 

 Advance knowledge and shape public dialogue about ethics and compliance. 

Infusing and maintaining the highest ethical standards across the extended enterprise are among the most 

important job responsibilities in corporations today. The role of the CECO has emerged in response to the 

demand for a more accountable, transparent, and ethical business culture, and the creation of CECO 

positions across industries is testimony to corporate leaders’ recognition of the importance of ethics and 

compliance in assuring their companies’ success and longevity. 

Still, many executives and boards have not yet realized the potential of their CECOs, in some cases by not 

                                                   

4  For additional resources related to this paper, please visit www.ethics.org/CECO. 



providing adequate resources or authority to those holding the position. This report further defines the 

CECO role and demonstrates its critical value to an organization. 

Properly constituted, the CECO investment is always worthwhile—because, in the end, ethical conduct is 

a key ingredient in building and sustaining investor and stakeholder trust and in protecting society from 

organizational misconduct. 

 



INTRODUCTION 

―Our financial markets have been widely regarded as the fairest, most transparent, 

and most efficient in the world. But now it’s becoming increasingly clear that 

something has gone wrong—seriously wrong.We are facing a crisis of confidence 

that is eroding the public’s trust in our markets, and poses a real threat to our 

economic health.‖ 

–Senator Paul S. Sarbanes (D-MD)
5
 

On July 30, 2002, just 11 days after Senator Sarbanes addressed the House-Senate Conference on what 

was then called the Public Company Accounting and Investor Protection Act of 2002, the most 

comprehensive effort to regulate American corporations since the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934
6

 

was signed into law. 

Corporate life was substantially changed. There was very little question at the time that efforts were 

needed to increase the attention given by business leaders to the ethics and compliance of their 

organizations. Despite a time of intense political polarization, both chambers of Congress were united as 

they passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) with overwhelming support: no dissenting votes in the Senate 

and only three dissenting votes in the House. Congress clearly agreed with President Bush’s statement 

that “the business pages of American newspapers should not read like a scandal sheet.”
7

 The SOX Act 

was intended to establish “significantly higher standards for corporate responsibility and governance.”
8
 

And so it did. 

In a “post-SOX era,” such matters as prevention and detection of criminal conduct, effectiveness of 

internal controls, independence of auditors and directors, and disclosures in financial reporting have all 

become daily challenges to corporations. Compliance now involves not only obedience to the laws that 

are directly related to conducting an organization’s actual business, but also adherence to many other 

standards designed to regulate the internal operations of the business itself. In some cases, compliance is 

becoming an organizational department as well as a line item in company budgets.  

Yet SOX was just one influence in a series of legislative and regulatory efforts to systematically initiate 

these sweeping reforms. A myriad of external authorities have now added expectations to which 

corporations must also respond. Revisions to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations 

(FSGO), new listing requirements by exchanges, Internal Controls and Enterprise Risk Assessment 

Guidelines, governance standards, and new accounting rules subsequent to SOX have also contributed to 

                                                   

5 www.banking.senate.gov/prel02/0719oscf.htm. 

6 Coates, Breena E. (2002). Rogue Corporations, Corporate Rogues & Ethics Compliance: The Sarbanes Oxley Act, 

2002. www.pamij.com/8-3/pam8-3-6-coates.pdf. 

7 Ibid. 

8 United States. Congress. (2002). Senator Sarbanes, 148 Cong. Rec. S7350-04. 



the new environment in which businesses presently operate. While these laws, standards and guidelines 

are designed to enhance protection of corporate stakeholders, they also create new challenges for 

corporations and potentially detract from the overall goal of corporate integrity. 

With attempts to mandate appropriate behavior, greater focus has been spent in the last two years on 

compliance than ethics. 
9

 Meanwhile research increasingly reveals that, in terms of actual impact, these 

programmatic efforts pale in comparison to the creation and perpetuation of a culture that emphasizes 

integrity and leadership from the top down and that holds the organization and its stakeholders 

accountable to high ethical standards.
10

 

With every new rule and every new insight, the tasks involved with leading 

corporate efforts in compliance and fostering a corporate culture of integrity 

are only becoming more complex and demanding.Where do these increasing 

responsibilities fall within an organization? 

In 1991, the original FSGO suggested that organizations designate a “high-level position” to help oversee 

the compliance function of an organization, in order to address what were already heightened concerns 

that organizations needed to prevent and respond to misconduct. Because the specifics of this FSGO 

policy were left open to interpretation, ensuing practices varied widely. In some cases, the CEO was the 

self-proclaimed “ethics officer.” In many other cases, however, another individual was appointed to take 

on the responsibility; this person, however, was often degrees removed from the CEO and/or the board of 

directors. Until recently, the role of the ethics or compliance officer was simply encompassed within the 

responsibility of human resources, legal, finance, or audit.  Increasingly, the position is now gaining the 

title of “chief” ethics officer and/or “chief” compliance officer and is sometimes coupled with vice 

presidential, executive vice presidential, or an even higher executive level position.
11

 

                                                   

9 Open Compliance and Ethics  Group (2007). OCEG Governance,  Risk & Compliance Strategy Study, Phoenix, 

AZ: OCEG. 

10 Ethics Resource Center (2005). National Business Ethics Survey, Washington, DC: ERC. 

11 www.zoominfo.com now reflects 39 listings with the title “Ethics  Officer” or “Chief Ethics Officer” (with over 

50% of those identified as a vice president or higher level position) and over 1,200 listings with the title “Chief 

Compliance Officer” but with a much smaller percentage including a vice president or higher level position 

designation.More than 800 job titles exist in the ethics and compliance function (Murphy, J. & Leet, J. 

(2006).Working for Integrity, 63-88). Therefore, many organizations do not have an individual with the specific title 

of CECO. In this  paper, we use the title CECO intending to address the individual with overall responsibility for the 

ethics and/or compliance function. 



Today, best practice suggests that the role of a “designated high-level official” has come even farther 

from its original conception, in many ways due to SOX and other regulatory policies which have assigned 

culpability for missteps in ethics and compliance to the board of directors and senior leaders. The job is 

now far more than a CEO, CFO, or CLO can reasonably fulfill without assistance. The responsibilities of 

the chief ethics and compliance officer (CECO)—as a key player in protecting the organization’s 

governing authorities—are now immense, ranging from training the board of directors to oversight of an 

internal audit of  the compliance function itself. 

The knowledge, skills, and experience needed to fulfill the duties of the CECO far surpass previous 

expectations.
12

 Where ethics and compliance was once a silo within an organization, today the 

responsibility extends from the board down and across to functions of ethics, compliance, legal, finance, 

internal audit, human resources, and risk management. External auditors are as much a part of the picture 

as internal employees, taking a new interest in compliance largely under the rubric of their assessment of 

entity level controls. The scope of the function extends beyond employees in the U.S. to workers globally. 

 

And so today, the job description for a CECO has a breadth more like that of a CEO than a direct (and 

sometimes indirect) report: 

                                                   

12 Salary.com and Ethics Officer Association Survey Validates Value of Ethics and Compliance 

Officers’ Roles in Today’s Corporate World
 

www.salary.com/aboutcompany/.layoutscripts/abcl_display.asp?tab=abc&cat=Cat27&ser=Ser341&part=Par562


13
 

Responsibility for the conduct of employees worldwide and oversight of global programs as they relate to 

all initiatives of the company are no small tasks. 

The stakes are high for every organization. Despite strides made through regulation and other 

programmatic efforts, research indicates that one in two employees still observe what they believe to be at 

least one act of misconduct each year,
14

  and the penalties are more severe for organizations that have not 

taken adequate steps to prevent and detect such behavior. Expectations of voluntary disclosure of 

transgressions to authorities and cooperation in government investigations are also heightened. 

As the responsibilities of ethics and compliance grow, more questions arise as to the specific authority 

needed and the best possible role for effective oversight.  

For example: 

 What is the role of a designated CECO, and what kind of authority should he 

or she be given? 

 Who is the best possible CECO in an organization—the CEO, general 

counsel, or some other designee? 

 If not the CEO, to whom should a CECO report?  

 What is the appropriate involvement of the board in the ethics and 

compliance program and what should be the relationship between the board 

and the CECO? 

 What does it mean to put adequate resources into the ethics and compliance 

function?1515 

 What skills and qualifications are needed to competently perform the job of a 

CECO? 

                                                   

13
 Identity of the organization listing the position has been withheld. 

14 Ethics Resource Center (2005). National Business Ethics Survey, Washington, DC: ERC. 

15 (2005). Federal Sentencing Guidelines. www.ussc.gov/2005guid/8b2_ 1.htm. USSC, §8B2.1(b)(2)(C). 



 What are the responsibilities of this individual (or individuals) to the 

organization and to the ethics and compliance profession? 

The purpose of this paper is to closely examine these and other issues surrounding the designation of 

leadership responsibility for the corporate ethics and compliance function. Specifically, it is the intention 

of the authors of this document to examine the role of the CECO, the placement of such an individual, 

and the authority that will enable his or her oversight most effectively. 

This research was undertaken in response to a need that has been repeatedly articulated by CECOs in 

forums hosted by some of the leading associations in the ethics and compliance field. The need for 

clarification of the role also arose in a meeting of the Ethics Resource Center Fellows Program,
16

 which 

led to the creation of a CECO Definition Working Group to address the concerns. 

Recognizing that the impact of the issues extended far beyond the ERC Fellows and that there was a need 

for broad collaboration, the working group was soon expanded to include executive directors and 

presidents of five of the leading nonprofit organizations serving ethics and compliance officers 

throughout the country. As such, the CECO Definition Working Group also includes the Business 

Roundtable Institute for Corporate Ethics, the Ethics and Compliance Officer Association (ECOA), the 

Open Compliance and Ethics Group (OCEG), and The Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics 

(SCCE). 

Together the working group created an outline for this document, which was then presented at two ECOA 

conferences for feedback from ethics and compliance practitioners. This paper was subsequently authored 

by the executive directors and selected designees of all five organizations comprising the working group 

and has been reviewed by members and stakeholders of each organization. 

Our goal has been not only to consider and address the issues surrounding the role of the CECO, but also 

to represent the collective experience and recommendations of our constituents, with their wealth of 

knowledge concerning ethics and compliance in action and experience applying the concepts in their own 

organizations. 

The document that follows this introduction is organized into five sections. To begin, the value 

proposition of the ethics and compliance function and its CECO are addressed in Section I. 

Next, in Section II, the ideal role of the CECO is discussed. Specific focus is given to the integration of 

this role in the senior level decision-making and strategy setting processes. This section also expounds the 

meaning of the FSGO requirements regarding high level personnel and the assignment of day-to-day 

operational responsibility for a program. 

Section III addresses the skills and qualifications necessary for effective practice of the CECO job 

                                                   

16 The Ethics Resource Center (ERC) Fellows Program is a forum for senior level practitioners, scholars and 

nonprofit leaders to identify emerging issues and conduct research in corporate compliance and ethics. 



function. Advancements in certification, professional educational programs and business school curricula 

are also discussed here. 

The responsibilities of the CECO to governing authorities and the profession at large are introduced in 

Section IV. 

In the Conclusion and Next Steps, summary remarks offer suggestions of next steps for a) boards of 

directors; b) CEOs; c) CECOs; and d) professional organizations, consultants, and vendors in the ethics 

and compliance field. Additional questions to be considered in future research are also posed. 

This working group hopes that, in suggesting steps to be taken by organizations 

to adequately staff their ethics and compliance needs, we will spur our readers  

to initiate dialogue in their organizations. 

Every organization is unique, and therefore the means by which it articulates and addresses its 

expectations for corporate integrity will vary. CECOs, in many ways, are a reflection of the corporate 

culture in which they operate. Nevertheless, the need for guidance throughout the corporate world is 

clear: “If corporate leaders are serious about ethics, they will have to empower their ethics officials to 

develop tough programs that challenge and monitor senior executives at a level of intensity commensurate 

with the power that they wield.”
17

 

It is our further intention that this document and the ensuing dialogue will make strides in challenging 

senior leaders to consider the ways in which they can best empower their CECOs. Finally, we endeavor to 

speak to current ethics and compliance officers themselves, in order to encourage improvement of 

practice, offer courage in challenging their organizations, and promote overall advancement of the 

profession as a whole. 

                                                   

17 Terris, Daniel. (2005,March 20). How To Teach Ethics to CEOs. 

www.brandeis.edu/ethics/news/2005/2005.March.20.html. 



SECTION I: 

Chief Ethics and Compliance Officers—The Value Proposition 

Why do companies have ethics and compliance officers, and more specifically why should they have a 

CECO? In most parts of the world it is not technically a legal requirement, nor has it reached the level of 

prevailing practice such that the majority of organizations have a CECO (or the equivalent).1818 In the U.S., 

however, it is becoming increasingly rare for any large company not to have a CECO, and smaller 

companies are also gradually creating the position. Yet common practice does not necessarily mean that 

companies are adopting the best possible practice. Are corporations better off because they have a CECO? 

The answer is yes. One can make a legal, business, and philosophical case that CECOs add value to a 

corporation.  

One of the most significant benefits for organizations with CECOs (and the 

programs they create) is the shelter that such high-level ethics officers can 

provide in the event of trouble. 

Most of the credit for this contribution rests with the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations 

(FSGO), promulgated by the U.S. Sentencing Commission in 1991. The Guidelines provide that 

companies sentenced for most federal crimes must receive a reduction in fines if they meet certain 

standards, including having an effective ethics and compliance program with a high-level person or 

persons given responsibility for the function.
19

  

Similarly, federal government enforcement officials have adopted the approach and the standards of the 

Guidelines in making enforcement decisions. Instead of a company being indicted, tried, convicted and 

sentenced, enforcement authorities may consider the effectiveness of the existence vel non of a 

compliance program as a factor in determining whether to indict a lawbreaking corporation, as illustrated 

in both the 2003 Thompson and 2006 McNulty memoranda issued by the U.S. Department of Justice.
20

 

Other federal regulations and enforcement authorities have taken a similar approach.
21

 

Continuing case law is enhancing the value proposition of the CECO in running an effective program that 

protects the organization and its board from liability. A landmark corporate law case in the Chancery 

Court in Delaware, the Caremark case, indicated that board members could face potential personal 

                                                   

18 There are exceptions where a Compliance & Ethics officer may be required, as discussed later in this section. 

19 www.ussc.gov/2005guid/8b2_1.htm. USSC, §8B2.1(b)(2)(C) and 8C2.5(f). 

20 U.S. Department of Justice (2003). Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations. See also 

www.usdoj.gov/dag/speech/2006/mcnulty_memo.pdf. 

21 For a review of some of these practices, see Report of the Ad Hoc Advisory Group on the Organizational 

Sentencing Guidelines (2003, October 7), p.32-35. www.ussc.gov/corp/advgrprpt/ag_final.pdf. 



liability if they failed to ensure that appropriate information and reporting systems were instituted by 

management.
22

  The U.S. Supreme Court, in cases dealing with harassment and discrimination, has held 

that compliance efforts should be taken into account in determining liability and punitive damages.
23

 Nor 

is this message limited to the United States. For example, companies in Italy may defend against charges 

of corrupt practices based on the existence of a compliance program.
24

 

Note, however, that none of these governmental policies technically mandate that companies have 

comprehensive programs or CECOs—companies can opt not to create creditworthy programs and cross 

their fingers that they will never have to face the government in an actual investigation or enforcement 

proceeding. This situation changes dramatically if a company does run afoul of the law. Companies may 

hope to avoid indictment or negotiate settlement agreements, which can bear a number of different 

names;
25

 however, these agreements generally require that companies institute compliance programs 

under government oversight as a condition of probation.
26

 Depending on the level of detail, agencies 

instituting these agreements will typically require high-level oversight in the form of a CECO. These 

agreements range across a variety of industries and address numerous offenses,
27

 although in some 

industries, such as healthcare, the agreements are more detailed. 

Perhaps the ultimate legal case for the value of a CECO is being made by incremental governmental steps 

to go beyond incentives and negotiations and fully mandate that companies have programs, including 

ethics and compliance officers. The first initiatives on the path of mandating ethics and compliance 

programs have been to require specific steps like harassment training (a few states now require this), 

helplines, codes of conduct and internal controls for publicly traded companies in the U.S. (SOX). There 

are also examples where compliance programs are required in specific risk areas: HIPAA requires privacy 

compliance programs in U.S. healthcare; Germany requires companies to have privacy compliance 

officers; and Canada requires companies to have entire privacy programs. The stock exchanges in the 

U.S., India and South Africa require at least some formal compliance program elements.
28

28 In California, 

the pharmaceutical industry is required to meet the detailed standards set out in guidance documents 

issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. There is a real possibility that governments 

elsewhere will see this compulsory approach as an attractive model. 

 

                                                   

22 Caremark International, Inc. Derivative Litigation, 698 A.2d 959 (Del.Ch. 1996), followed in Stone v. Ritter, 911 

A.2d 362 (Del. 2006). See “The Implications of Stone V Ritter” Rebecca Walker, Compliance and Ethics Magazine

(2007, April), Volume 4, No. 2. 

23 Burlington Industries, Inc. V Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742 (1998); Farragher V City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775 (1998). 

24 Bevilacqua, Chiara. (2006 Nov/Dec). Corporate Compliance Programs Under Italian Law, Ethikos 20 (3). 

25 Examples include corporate integrity agreements, consent decrees, deferred prosecution agreements, and 

enforceable undertakings. 

26 www.ussc.gov/2005guid/8d1_1.htm. USSC, §8D1.1(a)(4). 

27 Cannon,W.S., Anderson, T., & Burchstead, M. (2006). Pragmatic Practices for Protecting Privilege. Association 

of  Corporate Counsel. www.acc.com/public/attyclientpriv/pragpract.pdf. 

28
 Securities and Exchange Commission Final Rule: Audit  Committee Disclosure17 CFR Parts 210, 228, 229, and 

240 [Release No. 34-42266; File No. S7-22-99] RIN 3235-AH83 www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-42266.htm and by the 

Report and Recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Committee on Improving the Effectiveness of Corporate Audit 

Committees (75 pages). www.nyse.com/pdfs/blueribb.pdf. 



Yet all these laws and regulations establish only the minimum standard. In complying with regulatory 

suggestion, a CECO adds value only to the extent that he or she helps an organization stay out of trouble. 

Beyond this, however, CECOs also have genuine value
29

  in advancing business objectives. Public trust in 

capital markets is essential to business success and, to that end, companies are dependent on their 

reputations and brands if they are to attract loyal customers, investors, partners, and even employees.  

Evidence has begun to suggest that companies which are perceived to have a 

sound foundation of ethical conduct and to act in a responsible manner 

outperform those lacking such a brand perception.
30

 

Additionally, these companies are also found to have a more loyal employee base.
31

 By contrast, 

companies that are perceived to be negligent suffer severe consequences including loss of reputation, 

higher turnover rates, and lower productivity. A hard-won reputation can be lost in minutes through one 

scandal.
32

 Similarly, employees who do not feel valued or who perceive that their management fails to 

sincerely uphold the standards of the organization are more likely to observe misconduct, express 

dissatisfaction with the organization overall, and even leave altogether.
33

  

Beyond the brand and investment value they provide, the work product of a CECO can help establish an 

ethical culture in an organization. For companies that are rapidly expanding and attempting to establish 

themselves on a global basis, it can be difficult to maintain a consistent and strong culture in all corners of 

the business. Even U.S.-based organizations must tend to the culture of their organizations, in part 

because the FSGO encourages it,
34

 but also because research increasingly reveals that through a strong 

ethical culture, the prevalence of misconduct is reduced by as much as 40%.
35

  Even in organizations that 

have many diverse populations and geographic locations, the more an organization invests in a CECO and 

the more elements of an ethics and compliance program it has in place, the more likely the culture of the 

organization is perceived by employees as prioritizing ethical conduct (see following graph). 

                                                   

29 Portions of this discussion are an abbreviated version of points covered in: Murphy, J. & Leet, J. (2006). Working 

for Integrity, 14. 

30 A recent tracking of stock returns on portfolio was conducted by Corpedia, Inc. An index was created comprising 

companies considered to be “ethical,” due to high rankings in corporate citizenship, governance, social 

responsibility, ability to attract and retain employees and sustainability practices. The study revealed that 

investments 5 years ago, held to the present day for “ethics index” companies would have yielded a 105% return, 

compared to 26% for the S&P500. For more information about methodology, see www.corpedia.com.  

31 Ethics Resource Center (2005). National Business Ethics Survey, Washington, DC: ERC. 

32 According to a watchdog group, Citizen Works, companies experienced dips in stock price as a result of corporate 

scandal, for example: AES, $45M; AOL TimeWarner, -59%; Computer Associates, -73.58%; Halliburton, - 56.51%; 
IM Clone Systems, - 52.34%; for more information, see www.citizenworks.org/enron/corpscandal.php. 

33
 Ethics Resource Center (2005). National Business Ethics Survey, Washington, DC: ERC.  

34 . USSC, §8B2.1(b). 

35 Ethics Resource Center (2005). , Washington, DC: ERC. 
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In a related manner, it has been estimated that companies lose up to six percent of their revenue to waste, 

fraud and abuse.
36

 But a program that includes helplines, monitoring, and auditing can significantly reduce 

this bottom line harm. 

Finally, executives will find value in the presence of a CECO for a very fundamental reason: it is the 

right thing to do. Organizations should have a strong leader tasked with helping to ensure that 

organizational standards are a priority. An organization which implements an ethics and compliance 

program without designating an individual to oversee it risks the possibility that the function will fail for 

lack of leadership. Similarly, talking about the importance of ethics without creating a formal function to 

uphold and promote organizational standards may be perceived as hypocritical. Philosophically, if an 

organization desires that its employees and agents operate with the highest ethical standards when 

undertaking its business, it must demonstrate its commitment by creating an ethics and compliance 

capability and designating high-level oversight. It is the right thing to do. 

Together, the legal, business, and philosophical cases for a CECO make a compelling argument for 

appointing a CECO to the executive ranks of a corporation. In summary, a CECO who can assure 

continued improvements in governance, risk management, compliance, and ethics offers value in several 

ways: 

 Establishment of an ethical culture; 

                                                   

36 Murphy, J. & Leet, J. (2007). Building a Career in Compliance and Ethics.Minneapolis, MN: Society for 

Corporate Compliance and Ethics, p.151. 



 Prevention and management of misconduct; 

 Upholding organizational commitment to integrity; and 

 Shelter in the event of legal/regulatory difficulty. 

There are likely many other benefits of a CECO, such as improved performance of employees, increased 

confidence of senior management as leaders, and exemplars for which time and new research will likely 

reveal supporting data.  

Nonetheless, the full value of a CECO will only be realized if he or she is adequately prepared, properly 

situated and empowered, provided sufficient resources, and able to achieve success in the job he or she is 

given. This is the subject for the next section.  



SECTION II 

Chief Ethics and Compliance Officers—Definition of the Role 

An organization sends an important message about the priority of ethics and compliance to leadership by 

the way the functions appear on an organizational chart. A CECO as a formal part of an executive level 

team gives a strong indication that ethics not only begins at the top, but also that the ethics and 

compliance-related interests of the organization are intentionally represented in high-level business 

decisions. By contrast, a CEO may actively talk about the fact that ethical conduct is important, but if the 

next highest official working with the ethics and compliance area is found several levels down on the 

organizational chart, a less persuasive argument can be made that ethics and compliance really matter. 

There are many aspects of the CECO role that are presently under debate by practitioners and scholars. Of 

particular focus are the person(s) to whom the CECO reports; the extent to which a CECO should fit in 

with or oversee governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) functions;37 and the definition of the job in order 

to give maximum credibility to the CECO. Given the variance in common practice across organizations 

and the relative recency of more rigorous revisions to the FSGO, these discussions are likely to continue 

for quite some time. Nonetheless, a starting point to help guide internal leadership discussions is sorely 

needed, and is the purpose of this section. While several characteristics of the job description are common 

among CECOs who are effective in their organizations, in practice every organization must define the 

role of the CECO according to its particular needs and culture. Recognizing the need to strike a balance, 

we suggest four principles to guide leadership decisions about the role of the CECO. 

In any organization, regardless of the sector or circumstances, the CECO should be: 

 Held accountable to the governing authority to carry out the board’s 

fiduciary responsibilities. Even the minimum legal standard for compliance 

recognizes that “ultimately the governing authority is responsible for the 

activities of the organization.” A board can only carry out this responsibility 

if it is actively involved in monitoring management’s operating performance 

and its compliance and ethical activities. That being said, a governing 

authority cannot assume the day-to-day tasks; it is acceptable and even 

suggested by the FSGO that the operational responsibility be delegated to 

“specific individual(s) within the organization.”40 In so doing, the board 

entrusts some of its fiduciary responsibility to the designated individual(s) 

charged with the ethics and compliance responsibility. If a CECO is to fulfill 

the delegated responsibilities of the board, he or she should in some way be 

directly accountable to and able to seek regular guidance from the board. 

 Independent to raise matters of concern without fear of reprisal or a conflict 

of interest. Among their many responsibilities, CECOs are asked to 

objectively monitor the decisions and conduct of management, based upon 

the standards of the organization and the law.When so much as the 

possibility of wrongdoing surfaces, it is the duty of the CECO to respond. 

The CECO’s ability to perform this function is severely undermined if a 



CECO’s actions could result in personal gain or harm given his or her 

position in the organization.41 Especially in monitoring the activities and tone 

of executive-level management, the CECO should be afforded as much 

independence as possible to act in the best interest of the organization. 

 Connected to company operations in order to build an ethical culture that 

advances the overall objectives of the business. At the same time that 

strategic level of independence is warranted, operational integration into the 

business is also essential. CECOs are tasked with establishing and 

maintaining an ethical culture in their organizations, which is often the result 

of the fusion of organizational standards with business practice. If 

operational level ethics and compliance personnel are distanced from 

company operations, the ethics and compliance function inevitably becomes 

“the ethics police,” isolated from daily activity and actively avoided.When 

connected to business operations, ethics and compliance can be the lifeblood 

of daily activity. Even further, a CECO who speaks the language of the 

business can create meaningful dialogue to advance the standards of the 

organization.

 Provided with authority to have decisions and recommendations taken 

seriously at all levels of the organization. To the extent that it is a part of the 

operational culture of an organization, ethics and compliance cuts across 

functions and transcends levels. Because he or she serves alongside the CEO 

in representing the standards of the organization, a CECO must have the 

credibility to make decisions and enforce standards with all levels of 

management. Anything less communicates that right conduct is not 

important.   



The challenge for every organization is determining how to employ these principles while taking into 

account its context, the aspects of an organization that make its circumstances and culture unique. Only 

when a CECO has accountability, independence, and authority in a way that is meaningful to the 

organization can he or she begin to influence behavior. Connection to business will also look different in 

every environment. Therefore, the design of the ethics and compliance function should be, first and 

foremost, an application of the above principles while taking into account the characteristics and goals of 

the organization. Several characteristics will likely be strong determinants of the shape the ethics and 

compliance function takes:  

 Business objectives; 

 Organizational values or standards; 

 Priority of ethics among company leadership; 

 Industry and regulatory environment; 

 Organizational size; 

 History of ethics and compliance violations; 

 Capability of management throughout the organization to respond to ethics 

issues; 

 Organizational structure; 

 Management style of the senior team; and 

 Informal practices and shared understandings (“the way things really work 

around here”) at lower levels of the organization. 

The job description of the CECO should be made by those who ultimately have 

to accept responsibility for his or her performance. 

Decisions about the reporting relationship and resources provided for ethics and compliance should not be 

taken lightly. Not only are they a reflection of an organization’s priorities, but as discussed in the previous 

section, they can provide protection in the event of external scrutiny. For that reason, the individuals 

tasked with the design of the CECO job can be as important a consideration as the resulting position 

description itself.  

If attention is drawn to an organization because misconduct is alleged or has taken place, the board of 

directors and the CEO will be compelled to defend the adequacy of the ethics and compliance efforts in 

their organization. Given this ultimate responsibility, it is only appropriate that the decisions regarding the 

job description of the CECO should be made by those who ultimately have to accept responsibility for his 

or her performance. In organizations where the function already exists, these same individuals should take 



on the task of periodically reviewing the resources and authority of the CECO. Often, boards are not 

aware of the complexity of the ethics and compliance area and may need sound advice. Members of the 

board and the CEO should revisit the positioning of their CECO with direct input from the current ethics 

and compliance staff. Boards should also consider retaining outside expertise in the ethics and compliance 

area or adding an expert ethics and compliance officer from another company to the discussion. 

What should be the scope of the job of a CECO? To advance the dialogue, we suggest here a basic 

definition. The designated high-level official within a corporation should be expected to assume a broad 

and substantial position, which includes: 

 The one individual who serves as the primary officer. From 

acknowledgement by the CEO to recognition on organizational charts and in 

other communications, the CECO must be established as the high-

level designee who is responsible for promoting and upholding the 

standards of the organization.Where an ethics and/or compliance 

committee exists to champion and potentially oversee the ethics and 

compliance function, the CECO should serve as chairperson. 

 Responsibility for the overall ethics AND compliance program.

The logic of obeying the law is more meaningful to employees 

when couched in a set of principles that helps company 

stakeholders to understand the kind of organization that leadership 

is trying to create. In many ways, ethics and compliance are 

compatible functions and belong together. Ethics is focused on what 

the right thing is to do, or how employees should act, while 

compliance is focused on staying within the boundaries, or the ways 

employees must act. Messages of training make more sense when 

employees learn not only what they should not do, but also how the 

organization would like them to act (what they should do). 

Reporting procedures are less confusing when all legal or values-

based issues can be raised to the same department. The CECO 

should tend to both ethics and compliance concerns together and should 

integrate the work of both based on the standards of the organization. 

 Formal and informal recognition as having authority for a critical function 

in the organization. Formally, the CECO should be: considered the primary 

person to whom managers, executives, and the board should turn for advice 

on ethics or compliance-related questions; viewed as an essential part of 

decision making processes to provide guidance on advancing the business 

consistent with the standards of the organization; and otherwise looked to for 

help in creating proper tone from the top. Informally, however, the presence 

of an “ethics person” is sometimes circumvented in an organization, 

especially when difficult decisions are being made and reminders of 

organizational standards or regulation will not be easy to hear. If an 



organization is to fully set a proper tone from the top, and if the CECO is to 

be able to inculcate company standards into the organization, the CECO must 

be fully empowered. Ultimately, the decision-makers 

should want the CECO to participate, a hallmark of 

having a culture committed to advancing ethical 

standards. 

 Supporting the CEO and board in championing 

corporate values and standards. Sometimes CEOs 

will indicate that they consider themselves to be the 

Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer in the 

organization. This is good practice; while the CECO 

may bear the formal title, tone at the top is best set by 

the CEO. Yet for many executives, highlighting ethics 

in daily communications and activities is not second 

nature. Even when they believe that they are actively 

espousing the standards of the organization, many 

executives are perceived as ethically neutral (at best) 

by their employees; it takes intentional action and 

communication to highlight ethics in everyday 

activity.Most CEOs are unaware of how well they are 

doing in that regard.42 Therefore, it is also a 

responsibility of the CECO to be a resource and a “coach” to the CEO and 

the entire executive team as they work to set the proper tone. The CECO 

must be present to observe leadership in action and to consistently point out 

ways for executives to demonstrate the importance of ethics. 43 Executives 

should look to their CECOs to serve as a resource on a daily basis. 

 Participation in major company decisions. Ethics involves decisions about 

“the right thing to do,” where the outcome of a decision impacts other 

people. As a result, an ethical dimension can be found in the vast majority of 

strategic decisions made within a company.More often than not, however, the 

foremost authority on ethics is absent from the table when key decisions 

impacting customers, workforce, shareholders, or others are being made. By 

being at the table, leaders in ethics and compliance “can help corporate 

leaders to set a personal example and insist that when a decision is made, no 

matter how large or small, everyone is obligated to check his or her internal 

compass and ask whether the course of action is the right thing to do.”44 If 

standards of business conduct are to be a guiding element in the activities of 

an organization, the CECO should be a senior member of the management 

team, present when difficult and complex conversations are being held. 

 Serving as a member of the executive management team. As stated 

previously, ethical considerations are present in many business-related 

decisions ranging from performance standards for merit increases to 

reduction of head count or integration of new organizational cultures through 

mergers and acquisitions. On a daily basis, senior executives make decisions 



that affect many people and therefore have an ethical component. For this 

reason, the CECO should be considered a member of the senior executive 

team. In some companies, the CECO is one level down from these 

discussions, reporting to a member of the executive team, and is expected to 

be “represented” by his or her supervisor in executive discussions (by such 

individuals as the general counsel, VP of human resources, etc.).While it is 

certainly understandable that the number of executive-level individuals 

should be kept to a manageable number, it is noticeable to employees, 

shareholders, and other stakeholders which functions are given executive 

authority in the company. It is also surprising how much is known to 

employees throughout an organization with regard to the individuals who 

“really have authority to help make the decisions around here;” the inclusion 

or exclusion of the CECO helps to cement that perception.  

 Maintaining a singular focus on ethics/compliance. Every additional 

responsibility jeopardizes a CECO’s ability to remain focused and to perform 

effectively. In light of regulatory encouragement for an organization to 

demonstrate a strong commitment to ethics and compliance, additional risk is 

posed if the highest official dedicated to ethics is not even dedicated full-

time. At least in larger organizations, the CECO role should be a full-time 

position, with one individual dedicated 100% to the job.45When the CECO 

has only this one role, it is essential that the officer be fully empowered and 

connected to avoid being marginalized.46 

Three schools of thought exist regarding the best reporting relationship of the CECO. Some suggest that 

only a reporting relationship to the board will suffice. Others counter that if the CECO is to be an 

accepted member of the senior management team, reporting to the board precludes that from happening. 

Therefore directly reporting to the CEO is considered best from this viewpoint. Still others suggest that it 

is not necessary for the CECO to serve as a member of the senior executive team at all. In those cases, the 

CECO can often be found reporting to a member of the senior management team (or lower), such as the 

general counsel, HR, or security. 

The decision as to where the CECO will report is perhaps the single biggest 

influence on the credibility and authority that the CECO will have in the 

organization. It is, therefore, a key ingredient to the CECO’s success. 

There is no one answer to the question as to where a CECO should report, although the CECO always 

needs a direct, unfiltered line to the highest governing authority. First and foremost, it must be a reflection 

of the organization itself, taking into account the factors mentioned in the first part of this section. But the 

reporting relationship of the CECO must also be an outgrowth of the guiding principles that come with 

the job: Accountability for the fiduciary responsibilities with which it is entrusted; independence to raise 

matters of concern; authority to be taken seriously; and connection to company operations. As a reflection 



of  those principles, we suggest here the best possible arrangement. 

 Direct reporting to the top of the organization, i.e. either the board of 

directors (or its subcommittee) OR to the CEO (depending on 

organizational culture and structure). If a CECO is expected to support 

senior management in upholding standards for the organization and to 

participate at the highest level in ethics-related decisions, it is imperative that 

the CECO report to the highest level in the organization. Doing so ensures 

that the CECO has the access and authority needed to implement initiatives 

with other management. It also sends a strong message to the organization 

that ethics is a function with which the CEO and the board want personal 

involvement. 

 Employment decided and determined by the authority of the board of 

directors. The CECO occupies a delicate position, especially if it becomes 

evident that some wrongdoing may be taking place among executive 

management. Regardless of the reporting relationship, a CECO should be 

hired only upon review and approval by the board of directors (or the audit 

committee if that is the established reporting relationship). Similarly, the 

CECO should not be terminated unless review and approval by the board has 

taken place. Doing so ensures his or her independence and helps to protect 

the CECO from retaliation by peers if he or she has to raise concerns about 

the conduct of senior management. 

 Performance goals approved and evaluated by the board of directors. Goals 

for performance may in practice be created and evaluated by the CEO; 

however, they should also be a reflection of the governing authority’s goals 

and have the full endorsement of the board. This approach gives credibility to 

the dual reporting relationship. 

 Ability to enforce standards above and below his or her level. One essential 

element of the CECO’s role is to uphold the law, regulations, and the 

standards of the organization. Importantly, it is the role of the CECO to be 

sure that systems are in place to prevent and detect violations at all levels, 

from members of the board of directors to employees at the lowest levels of 

the organization and into the extended enterprise of vendors and business 

partners. It is appropriate and necessary for the CECO to be called upon to 

seek resolution of issues above his or her level, if such matters jeopardize the 

integrity of the organization. 

 Direct, unfiltered access to governing authority for the provision of 

information and solicitation of advice. If an authentic spirit of accountability 

to governing authorities is to be achieved, CECOs must be given permission 

to independently approach and consult with directors without fear of reprisal 



from management, and it is anticipated that such authority will be exercised 

judiciously. 

 Oversees the assessment of organizational risk for misconduct and 

noncompliance. The Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations 

(FSGO) encourage organizational assessment of risk for noncompliance (by 

examining the extent to which the program is designed to FSGO 

specifications and with regard to identification of vulnerabilities to 

noncompliant behavior).47While a compliance-related risk assessment may fit 

into a larger organizational enterprise risk assessment, responsibility for the 

identification and response to risk with regard to ethics and compliance 

should still fall under the purview of the CECO.

 Establishes organizational objectives for ethics and compliance. Based 

upon vulnerabilities for noncompliance identified through a risk assessment 

process, CECOs should be responsible for overseeing the identification of 

priorities for the ethics and compliance effort and for establishing objectives 

by which program progress can be monitored.  

 Manages entire ethics and compliance program throughout the company, 

including: 

• Creation, revision, distribution, and enforcement of the code; 

• Training of the board, employees, and vendors on organizational 

standards, risks, compliance, and resources; 

• Operation of the reporting helpline (or oversight of vendors responsible 

for the function); 

• Auditing and monitoring; 

• Investigation of reports of misconduct; and  

• Provision of guidance and support for enforcement of organizational 

standards at all levels. 

Consistent with the implementation of measures encouraged by the FSGO, the CECO should 

assume responsibility for the essential program elements identified by government and other 

authorities. This should be done with the business objectives in mind. 

 Encourages the prioritization of corporate values throughout the 

organization. Assigning oversight of ethics and compliance to one individual 

does not mean that the ethical and compliant conduct of every employee falls 

under the purview of the CECO.While the purpose of the ethics and 

compliance function is to encourage appropriate conduct by all members of 

an organization, no single person can be responsible for the decisions and 

actions of every employee and agent. The intermediary role of managers and 

supervisors is critical in this respect.   



Research indicates that the individual with the largest impact on an 

employee’s ethical conduct is his or her immediate supervisor.48 

Therefore, the formal purpose of the ethics and compliance function or 

department should be to raise awareness among managers as to the impact 

that they can have and further educating and equipping these leaders with the 

skills, authority, and accountability necessary to ensure that their employees 

are upholding the standards of the organization. 

 Implements initiatives to foster an ethical culture throughout the 

organization. The FSGO encourage organizations to “otherwise promote an 

organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct” through the ethics 

and compliance program.49 Doing so expands the focus of the program to 

achieve a much larger purpose: positively affecting the culture of the 

organization such that ethical and legal conduct is expected and rewarded. 

Attending to ethical culture is an activity which research indicates is a 

worthy expectation for a CECO,50 because an effective ethics and compliance 

program has been demonstrated to positively impact the ethical component 

of the organizational culture. A strong ethical culture, in turn, yields ethical 

conduct on the part of employees. 

 Supervises ethics and compliance staff embedded throughout organization.

Staff performing the ethics and the compliance function should ultimately be 

accountable to the CECO. 

 Frequently informs the board of directors and senior management team of 

risks, incidents, and activities related to the ethics and compliance 

program. Directors should be regularly updated on reported incidents of 

potential misconduct, investigations underway, and actions being taken. 

Additionally, the CECO should be expected to apprise the board of training 

and other proactive efforts.Where a direct reporting relationship to the board 

is not present, this activity should take place at least quarterly. Similar 

reports should be made to senior management, however, with increased 

frequency. 

 Ensures the periodic measurement of program effectiveness. The FSGO 

urge organizations not only to put programs in place, but also to demonstrate 

that they work.51 In order to do so, the FSGO call for periodic assessment of 

the compliance program. Common practice suggests data collection and 

review of the program structure and impact at least every two years. 

In order to accomplish all these tasks, CECOs must be provided with adequate resources. The FSGO tell 

us that the person responsible for the ethics and compliance program “shall be given adequate resources, 

appropriate authority, and direct access to the governing authority or an appropriate subgroup of the 

governing authority.”52 The difficult question is determining what resources are “adequate.” 



There is no one formula as to the amount of resources that should be afforded a CECO in order to create 

and maintain an effective program. The need will vary by such important factors as the size of a company, 

its structure, the breadth of its operation, and the nature of its industry. Some highly regulated industries 

are required to dedicate substantial resources to ethics and compliance or at least those risk elements 

dictated by law. Others will be more accustomed to a light touch by government and commit fewer 

resources. For example, total costs to comply with SOX are estimated between $500K—$1 million per $1 

billion in revenue. Compliance with all other regulations can cost as much as five—six times that number. 

In October 2001, before passage of Sarbanes-Oxley, total regulatory compliance costs were estimated to 

be $450 billion—$843 billion annually (about $4,500 per employee in a large company and almost 

$7,000 per employee in a small company).53 These costs are almost certainly higher given the new 

environment.54 

Nevertheless, some guiding principles can be employed in allocating funds, systems, and staff to the 

CECO. Resources can be considered adequate when organizations have funding to comprehensively 

promote standards, educate the workforce, audit and monitor compliance, and to receive/respond to 
incidents that are potential violations of those standards in a timely manner. This includes the 

following: 

 

 

For many organizations, decisions about the responsibilities and resources given to the CECO are 

secondary ones—after all, at face value, ethics and compliance are not traditionally defined business 

areas. But it is this kind of thinking that can lead an organization down a slippery slope. If business 

operations are to be undertaken with integrity, ethics and compliance must be central. Recent research 



also indicates that the single biggest factor in the loss of shareholder value is damage to corporate 

reputation.55 Similarly, when an organization is undergoing transition, risk for misconduct rises by 11%.56 

An effective ethics and compliance program can mitigate that risk. 

It is one thing to establish criteria and to devote ample resources to the CECO in order to position him or 

her to succeed. Yet it is quite another to adequately fill the job with a person who will ensure that positive 

outcomes result. The next section discusses the skills and qualities necessary to fill the position of the 

CECO with the best possible candidate. 



SECTION III 

Chief Ethics and Compliance Officers — Skills and Qualifications 

As established in the previous section, an ethics and compliance program is most successful when a 

CECO is given adequate authority as a member of the senior executive team. Not just anyone can 

adequately fulfill this role, especially given the visibility and responsibility involved. This section 

provides a review of the skills and qualifications necessary for the CECO.  

A look at current CECOs across organizations reveals that many have a legal background because of the 

importance of understanding the intricate and law-based aspects of compliance. Still other CECOs come 

from functions with a control or personnel orientation, such as internal audit, security and HR. Individuals 

with prior careers in education, theology, or philosophy have also effectively assumed the role of CECO 

in an organization.  

While formal preparation programs are in development in several leading universities, it is not likely that 

a specific degree program will emerge in the near future to provide a certain career track for a CECO. 

Nevertheless, some common characteristics of an individual who is sufficiently equipped to be a CECO 

have emerged: 

 Knowledge of business. Credibility as a member of the executive team 

comes, in part, with experience and success in business. Whether by formal 

training, hands-on experience, or time served in business, a successful CECO 

will be able to demonstrate knowledge of business operations enough to be 

able to speak the language of management, relate the standards of the 

organization in terms that will be meaningful to workers at all levels, and 

understand the stressors that create ethical and compliance risk for the 

various positions within business.  

 Ability to work at the executive level. Executives conduct themselves in 

specific ways, from their means of communication to the focus of their 

energies. Successful CECOs have learned how to talk to peer executives, lay 

out high level strategy for the ethics and compliance function, and otherwise 

relate their area of responsibility to business objectives. They are able to 

work as a member of the executive team.  

 Ability to work with other departments. Successful CECOs must have the 

ability to network, coach, and champion by establishing positive, effective 

relationships with other key functions within their organization. It is 

important that CECOs work with HR, finance, communications, risk 

management, governance, and other closely aligned departments. Leveraging 

these partnerships is critical to the successful implementation of ethics and 

compliance programs throughout the organization. 



 Knowledge of and passion for ethical conduct and compliance. A CECO 

who does not really care about ethics and compliance will never be more 

than a figurehead. Familiarity with classical moral theory (ethics as a 

discipline) is desired and may prove beneficial to the person in this role, but 

is not an absolute requirement for the job. Equally important is a sincere 

desire, energy, and willingness to learn about ethical conduct, ethical culture 

and organizational dynamics, and legal/regulatory guidelines. 

 Management experience. As outlined in the previous section, the role of a 

CECO involves not just managing direct reports, but also working with 

managers throughout an organization to equip them to model and champion 

ethical conduct and to recognize and respond to potential inquiries, concerns, 

and issues. Establishment and maintenance of an ethical culture essentially 

requires the ability to relate to leaders and followers at all levels. Time 

served as a manager gives credibility to the CECO. 

These principles can be further delineated in a few specific qualifications that can be expected of the 

CECO: 

 



Every job in a corporation demands a set of personal traits as much as it does professional experience and 

skills and the CECO job is no exception. While there are certainly many talents and characteristics that 

are valuable to ethics and compliance people, five stand out in particular. In order to meet or exceed 

expectations, the CECO must be:  

 A person of integrity. Integrity means consistently living by one’s personal 

convictions and principles and doing what is right. An earned reputation of 

acting with integrity personally gives the CECO an added ability to talk with 

employees and stakeholders about ethical standards without coming across as 

hypocritical. The CECO must be the leader among leaders when it comes to 

the display of a personal commitment to integrity.  

 A person of strong character. Research has shown that an ethical culture is 

the result of leadership behaviors at all levels; in essence, role modeling is an 

essential element of creating an environment where the standards of the 

organization are taken seriously. 

 Equipped with strong people skills. By its very nature, ethics and 

compliance addresses interrelationships among people—an ethical decision 

is one where the outcome affects someone else. Not only does a CECO need 

to have a strong understanding of people to be able to give guidance in 

ethical decisions, he or she must be able to work 

with people as a manager of staff, intercede in 

difficult situations, communicate corporate 

standards, and affect change. A CECO must be 

able work with people in one-on-one 

circumstances and in group contexts (such as 

training sessions) in order to achieve conflict 

resolution, to problem solve, and to build 

consensus and understanding. The CECO must 

be able to relate to people at all levels; thus, he 

or she must have the political savvy to deal 

effectively with senior executives and board members in a company, as well 

as union representatives, anonymous whistleblowers, and individuals with 

wide-ranging agendas. 

 Persistent. Research indicates that substantive culture change in an 

organization takes up to ten years. Even if the goals for an ethics and 

compliance program are less comprehensive, mere communication of 

standards and training of an entire workforce can pose challenges and take 

substantial time and energy. A CECO needs the patience and persistence to 

work through the delays and barriers to see the program through 

successfully. 

 Willing to walk away from the job. A CECO must be able to take risks to 



uphold organizational standards and personal convictions, especially among 

superiors. Judge Ruben Castillo, Vice Chair of the Sentencing Commission, 

has emphasized the need for independence of the chief ethics and compliance 

officer, observing that, at times, resigning from the post may be the necessary 

and right thing to do in the face of company policies that appear unethical or 

illegal.58 If leadership is unwilling to heed his or her guidance, a CECO may 

need to walk away from the job. When a CECO’s need (financially or 

otherwise) to keep his or her job outweighs his or her willingness to uphold 

the standards of the organization, he or she is far less likely to take risks and 

display the candor necessary to effectively fulfill his or her job 

responsibilities. 

 Courageous. A champion of ethics and integrity must have the strength and 

willingness to take risks in order to confront wrongdoing, even at the highest 

levels. This is an enormously difficult and intimidating task. While most days 

for an ethics and compliance person are spent implementing and maintaining 

the program—training, drafting materials, reviewing company activities, 

investigating helpline calls, etc.—the decisive moments in the life of any 

ethics and compliance program come in tests of strength. These are the 

moments when a powerful interest or manager in the business wants 

something done a certain way and the CECO stands alone in challenging 

improper conduct. It can be a very lonely experience, when otherwise 

respected leaders in the company are challenging the ethics and compliance 

person’s judgment and even loyalty to the company. Without a deep well of 

strength, the will of the majority or of the most powerful managers can result 

in catastrophic results for the company and its constituents. The CECO must 

have the fortitude to stand his or her ground. 

 Results-oriented implementer. A CECO must be simultaneously a visionary 

and an execution-oriented implementer. An organization does not benefit if it 

never achieves its visions. The CECO must be unwaveringly focused on 

achieving results but creative and accepting of alternative and dynamic 

approaches to implementation. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & CERTIFICATION 

Even with the best possible preparation, CECOs—like any other group of professionals—benefit from 

continuing education and exposure to new thinking. Current and future CECOs should be encouraged to 

pursue regular professional development.59 Several sources exist for professional development of current 

and future CECOs, many through leading nonprofit organizations in the field. 60 

The extent to which a specific body of knowledge should be acquired is another area that is currently 

being defined in the field. More specifically, this translates into the question of the value of obtaining 

certification before taking on the role of CECO. Certification programs for various elements of the ethics 

and compliance field have already been developed in and beyond the United States. Certification may 



involve four elements: 

 Accumulation of a minimum amount of experience in the field;  

 Commitment to professional ethics standards;  

 Successful completion of an exam in core process areas and relevant 

frameworks; and  

 Completion of continuing professional education courses and programs 

The certification process is intended to set a professional standard and assure a level of quality in the 

practice.61 Proponents argue that certification has become associated with being a member of a 

profession, and, in the interest of advancing ethics and compliance to that end, credentialing courses and 

even specific certification tests should be offered.62 Skeptics counter that it is difficult to pinpoint what 

can actually be certified to attest to the adequate preparation of an ethics and compliance professional. In 

their view, knowledge of ethics, personal character, familiarity with process, and legislation are all broad 

areas, some of which are difficult to quantify.  

It remains to be seen the extent to which these certifications will become universally accepted as a 

standard; but, to the extent that these accrediting bodies foster continuing education, they provide a 

benefit to the field. Meanwhile, a few guiding principles should be employed as expectations of CECOs, 

given their leadership role in their organizations and in the ethics and compliance industry. With regard to 

the professional development, CECOs should maintain: 

 Connections to peers in other organizations. Through membership in 

organizations, attendance at conferences, or involvement in particular 

projects, CECOs should make efforts to be regularly connected to other 

CECOs. Doing so allows peers to share information, problem solve, 

challenge, and encourage one another. Attending a single conference once a 

year is insufficient to develop meaningful networks in this regard. 

 Up-to-date knowledge of emerging standards, legal, and regulatory issues. 

Laws and regulations change regularly. Additionally, standards for ethics and 

compliance programs (and related internal controls) are also evolving. 

CECOs have an obligation to remain current on the guidelines and 

expectations that pertain to their organizations. For more information about 

organizations that can help, please visit www.ethics.org/CECO. 

 Exposure to new insights from research. New insights emerge daily 

regarding the outcomes of an effective program, the ways to create ethical 

culture, effective methods for program implementation, and new standards 

for ethics and compliance. These insights enhance the work of the CECO and 

advance the field as a whole. CECOs should be regular readers of journals, 

newsletters, and executive summaries of research. Professional development 

should include remaining abreast of the latest thinking and educating the 

board and company executives on emerging issues and insights in ethics and 

compliance. 



 Access to resources to learn about best practices. Many sources exist to help 

CECOs and their staff learn about the activities of other organizations. These 

resources range from newsletters and websites to in-person meetings and 

seminars dedicated to the discussion of best practices. CECOs should be 

encouraged to allocate a portion of their resources (in time and money) to 

keeping current through involvement with these groups. 

Assuming the role of the CECO is no easy task. It requires an individual who is sufficiently experienced 

and equipped to connect people and functions by drawing them to a set of shared standards and 

expectations of right conduct. Being a CECO also involves a willingness to take a hard line—to correct 

behavior when necessary—to protect the interests of the organization. As one CEO observed, “Our 

collective efforts within the corporate world when it comes to ethics and compliance have lacked focus; 

have been too scattered, too piecemeal, too marginal.” Even further, “[the] industry wants—needs—more 

help in creating and sustaining effective ethics and compliance programs, and putting them together, 

because simply having a program—even a comprehensive one — may not be enough.”63 

Indeed it is not enough. The job must be adequately defined, and the right person must fill it. But even 

further, CECOs must look to their governing authorities and their profession as a whole with a much 

larger view. They must also call on themselves to take a leading role on a much bigger stage. The 

responsibility of the CECO to the governing authority and the profession is the subject of the next section. 

 



SECTION IV: 

Relationship with Governing Authority and Professional 

Responsibility 

Chief ethics and compliance officers (CECOs) are called upon to be champions of professional 

responsibilities and attributes, within and beyond their organizations. The opportunity and the challenge 

for ethics and compliance officers in accepting this call is that the landscape they influence is shifting 

from more limited, less empowered notions of ethics and compliance to notions of enterprise values and 

large impact on the organization and the community.64 Effectively addressing the challenge requires an 

appropriate perspective on the responsibility and relationship of a CECO toward their organization, the 

industry, and the public. 

Research examining the shared roles of the ethics office and senior leadership concluded that: “It is 

necessary for the focus to be on the culture of the organization, not just the ethics program, for there to be 

effective ethics program integration…leaders make a critical contribution in the creation of organizational 

culture; they set the tone at the top and establish expectations about the use of values in guiding behavior 

and business outcomes.”65 

Such a corporate culture-driven framework and call to action can point the CECO, senior executives, and 

the board of directors in the same direction in multiple ways. First, the shift of focus from outdated, 

ineffective compliance to culture, values, and leading management practices suggests there is not a 

onesize- fits-all approach to ethics and compliance. Instead, while there are consistent processes for ethics 

and compliance objectives, an organization’s unique mission, core values, history, and culture are 

important considerations in shaping how these are achieved in practice. Second, ethics is about “guiding 

behavior and business outcomes.” 

Leading-practice organizations do not separate ethics and compliance from 

business and decision-making. 

The relationship between the CECO and management is driven by the corporate governance principle that 

the “responsibility of management [is] to operate the corporation in an effective and ethical manner to 

produce value for shareholders.” 66 While all managers and executives must participate in this 

responsibility, the CECO must be viewed as the designated leader among the management team in 

promoting ethics and compliance as an integral part of those operations. 

Actions for CECOs with Senior Management 

As outlined in the previous section, CECOs have a responsibility to train not only the workforce in lower 



levels, but also the executives and directors at or above their level. In working with senior management, 

CECOs should use their experience, knowledge, and leadership to ensure that the overall organization and 

executive team are knowledgeable about both current compliance regulations and ethics and compliance 

leading practices. Hotlines, training, controls, codes of conduct, and the like are important, as are 

conversations at all levels of the organization. Organizations should routinely discuss, embrace, and 

especially, challenge the corporate mission and principles and whether the company is living that mission. 

Actions for Senior Management with CECOs 

Senior management must adopt the mindset of “business” and “ethics” together, i.e. ethics and 

compliance is a core discipline of business strategy and execution, not a “bolt-on.” 

Senior leaders of all corporate functions must also build ethical thinking into 

every business process. 

This may be as simple as redefining the framework of questions employees ask when making business 

decisions or facing dilemmas. By the time a crisis reaches the executive level, it is often scrubbed and 

sanitized, as well as often being too late to make a proactive decision.  

A discussion of the relationship between the CECO and the board of directors begins with the 2004 

Amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations. In amending the original 

Sentencing Guidelines, the United States Sentencing Commission (the “Commission”) specifically 

clarified leadership responsibilities relating to ethics and compliance as follows: 

 FIRST, the board of directors must be knowledgeable about the 

organization’s ethics and compliance program, including information on the 

compliance risks facing the firm and the programs installed to combat those 

risks.67 

 SECOND, the Guidelines require that senior management must ensure that 

the organization has an effective compliance program.68  

 THIRD, as was highlighted earlier in this paper, those individuals with day-

to-day operational responsibility for ethics and compliance must “be given 

adequate resources, appropriate authority, and direct access” to the board of 

directors or an appropriate subgroup of the board.69 

In light of these federal policy guidelines, and based on experience working with both ethics officers and 

boards of directors, there are several actions that should be taken. 

Actions for CECOs with the Board  

In working with the board of directors, CECOs should use their experience, knowledge, and leadership to 

challenge the board to engage in conversations about ethics and compliance. This should be more than 



providing a report-out on compliance efforts and the number of calls received by the ethics hotline. The 

CECO’s report to the board should include a candid assessment of ethics and compliance risks facing the 

organization.  

Actions for Boards of Directors with CECOs 

Boards must also make efforts to engage the ethics and compliance officers by:  

 Putting ethics and compliance on the board agenda. Ethics and 

compliance is not just hotline analysis and employee fulfillment of 

required compliance training courses. Directors  should utilize 

conversations with CECOs to better understand the culture and values 

of the organizations they govern and, ultimately, the principles and 

values that employees use to make their daily business decisions; 

 Setting the governance bar higher than just satisfying the legal 

―duties‖ of the board. Directors have legal duties of loyalty and care. 

Directors should recognize that the company’s stakeholders have higher 

expectations of them as well; and 

 Ensuring that CECOs are appropriately empowered and positioned to 

challenge management, if necessary. Thus, the board must understand 

the ethics and compliance field and be able to evaluate the performance 

and effectiveness of the organization’s ethics and compliance program. 

Of course, leading boards evaluate and govern the company’s ability to create value broadly across 

stakeholder groups. In a 2005 Corporate Board Member survey, almost 90% of directors reported 

receiving financial and business information in preparation for board meetings. However, less than 50% 

receive employee values/satisfaction information or customer satisfaction information as part of their 

preparation.70 Boards can better govern for long-term shareholder return when they also analyze the 

performance and satisfaction of their most important assets: their people and their customers. Being 

knowledgeable about the ethics and compliance program is an essential part of this orientation. 

While there are a number of management fields with longer histories and more established 

responsibilities, CECOs are demonstrating significant progress in establishing standards, professional 

responsibilities, training, and overall career development tracks. Given that, certain current challenges for 

the field include: how to appropriately elevate leaders; how to provide the necessary resources and 

authority; and how to advance the credibility of professionals who are doing the job. 

CECOs are senior leaders in the ethics and compliance field. As senior executives in their organizations, 

they also have a responsibility to exemplify and shape their profession. As members of an emerging 

profession, CECOs should consider themselves to be accountable to: 

 A high standard of ethical conduct. A number of codes of conduct for ethics 

and compliance and related professionals (such as lawyers, ombudsman, 



auditors, and fraud examiners)—across organizational lines and sectors—

have been emerging. (See resources included on www.ethics.org/CECO for 

examples of organizations with codes of conduct.) CECOs should also 

uphold the standards of their organization and work to ensure that those 

standards promote ethical and legal conduct. In other words, the values and 

standards that apply to a CECO in his or her job should guide behavior 

wherever he or she represents the organization. 

 The public. It is widely accepted that “a distinguishing mark of a profession 

is acceptance of its responsibilities to the public.”71 The Ethics and 

Compliance Officer Association Standards of Conduct are among many in 

the field that recognize a commitment to the “public understanding of 

business ethics and compliance and their importance to sound business 

management.”72 Other codes of conduct, such as the Professional Ethics 

Code adopted by the Health Care Compliance Association (HCCA), more 

specifically encourage exemplifying high ethical standards “in order to 

contribute to the public good.”73 The commitment to protect interests and 

educate beyond the narrow interests of one particular organization 

distinguishes CECOs from many other managers in an organization. 

 CECO peers. Being a CECO can be a lonely calling in an organization. It is 

commonplace for a CECO to be expected to exemplify the behaviors he or 

she is trying to cultivate. Yet just like any other leader, CECOs are fallible 

people. The pressures of senior leadership, expectations of management, and 

the temptations of power can all have a detrimental effect on a CECO’s 

conduct. Peers are essential to encourage and hold one another accountable. 

Working collectively contributes to strengthening the field and promoting 

strong ethical standards and practices. 

On behalf of the profession they lead, CECOs must also:  

 Expect a high standard of conduct from vendors, providers, NGOs, and 

others serving the organization in the name of ethics and compliance. The 

“ethics of the ethics profession” extends to eLearning companies, helpline 

providers, trainers and consultants, as well as myriad nonprofit organizations 

providing resources and assistance to CECOs in house. High standards that 

apply to CECOs should be expected of any individual or organization 

connected to the ethics and compliance profession. A CECO should commit 

to working only with those organizations that exemplify the conduct that he 

or she is trying to model to employees. 

 Take responsibility for the preparation of rising CECOs and all ethics and 

compliance employees. The strength of the ethics and compliance field is 

dependent on the next generation of leaders who will succeed CECOs of 

today. CECOs should develop a career path for capable staff in the 

organization to gain more experience. Serving as a mentor for emerging 

leaders throughout the field is also a way to prepare ethics and compliance 



employees.  

 Advance knowledge and shape the dialogue. There is a great deal that is yet 

to be known about the influence of ethics and compliance programs. A 

number of organizations are undertaking research and still more are 

developing tools to be able to guide public dialogue on matters that relate to 

standards and expectations for corporations. However, research and 

resources are only as good as their relevance to everyday practice. CECOs 

are best suited to identify emerging issues, challenges, and questions that are 

in need of answers, and they are best equipped to assist with the application 

of these tools to daily practice. Additionally, most organizations are “field 

research” in action. Insights that CECOs gain from their own work are 

valuable, and professionals in ethics and compliance should consider it a 

professional responsibility to share what they are learning with their peers 

and with the public at large.  

In conclusion, ethics and compliance begins at the top and mandates strong leadership from the CECO. 

CECOs and other ethics and compliance employees must consistently display the conduct that the 

organization endeavors to promote, in order for others to follow suit. 

CECOs must begin to see themselves as key players in an arena that is essential 

for the well-being of the companies they serve, as well as for society as a whole. 

 



SECTION V: 

Conclusions and Next Steps 

We trust that most organizational leaders want to experience the full value of their CECO through the 

ethical culture, prioritization of right conduct, and increased brand value they help to create. Yet CECOs 

do not provide any of this value by happenstance; to the extent that organizations do not have CECOs that 

are provided sufficient resources, adequately placed in the organizational hierarchy, prepared, and fully 

accepting of their responsibilities, then there is work to be done by a number of stakeholders in the field. 

In concluding this paper, next steps are suggested for several key leaders who have the power to influence 

both the ethics of their organizations and the corporate world overall. These leaders include boards of 

directors, CEOs, CECOs, and leaders of organizations serving the ethics and compliance industry. 

A great deal of public and investor attention has been placed on organizational governance, and rightly so. 

Directors can have a great deal of influence on the decisions and activities of management, and, to that 

end, ethics and compliance should be a high priority. If there is to be a proper tone from the top, it should 

be set beginning with the board of directors. 

Members of corporate boards have a responsibility to: 

 Regularly put ethics and compliance on the board agenda, sending the 

message to management that ethics and compliance is of utmost importance. 

A high level review of the ethics and compliance program once a year is not 

enough. Members of corporate boards should spend time reviewing relevant 

data and talking about the ethical culture that is desired by the board. 

Providing guidance to management as to the board’s priorities and standards 

for company conduct is imperative.  

 Assume authority for hiring and (if necessary) firing the CECO. Corporate 

boards should create provisions that the employment of the CECO occurs at 

the request of the board. If senior management asks the board to terminate 

the CECO, a board should conduct an investigation to be sure that the request 

is not an act of retaliation against the CECO. 

 Become knowledgeable about the organization’s ethics and compliance 

program. A board has the responsibility to clearly establish the 

organization’s values and make sure they are embedded in the ethics and 

compliance program. A board should not only read and use the code of 

conduct, but should also meet periodically with the CECO. Becoming 

familiar with the ethics and compliance mechanisms in place within the 

organization is an important responsibility of a corporate board.  

 Become knowledgeable about compliance risks to the organization and 

strategies in place to prevent them. Compliance risks can take different 



forms: inadequate program design to meet regulatory expectation (e.g. 

insufficient response to FSGO); failure to operate the program as designed; 

and vulnerability to certain types of misconduct that might occur, given the 

work of the organization. CECOs should identify compliance risks regularly 

and report the findings of the assessment to the board of directors. 

 Be proactive in evaluating, monitoring, and 

overseeing the program. A board member should not 

assume that just because there is a CECO or a code of 

conduct, there is a strong program within the 

organization; he or she should look for evidence.  

 Request an evaluation of the CEO and executive 

team based upon their commitment to ethics and 

compliance. A few leading organizations are already 

asking the CECO to review and assess the tone that is 

sent from the top with regard to ethics and compliance. 

In some cases, CEO performance is tied, in part, to the 

evaluation offered by the CECO. Tone at the top can 

be quantified.  

 Ensure the board is educated on the ethics and 

compliance issues faced by directors themselves. 

Board members make many ethics-related decisions as 

they fulfill their roles. Knowledge of the situations that 

constitute conflicts of interest and other common 

board-related ethics and compliance violations is 

important. Board educational sessions on ethics and 

compliance should be conducted at least once per year.  

 Appoint an independent director or audit committee 

member who either has experience in ethics and 

compliance or is willing to gain sufficient knowledge 

through education. Boards would be wise to invite an 

experienced ethics and compliance professional to serve as an independent 

member of the board, or on the audit committee.74 Doing so would ensure 

that at least one director would be intimately familiar with the questions to 

ask of management, the measures by which the CECO should be held 

accountable, and the situations that constitute red flags and should receive 

scrutiny by the governing authority.  

 Encourage and support the CECO. The CECO position is a difficult one, 

and, if trouble arises, the likelihood that the CECO will approach the board 

will be increased if a relationship has already been established. Even further, 

the task of upholding standards can be a lonely one. The board should 

contact the CECO periodically to offer encouragement and advice. 



CEOs have an important role in the success of an ethics and compliance program, in that their decision 

about the seniority given to a CECO, the extent to which resources will be provided, and the messages 

that will be sent from the top of the organization largely take place at his or her direction. All of these 

things reflect and further the tone set from the top.  

CEOs have a responsibility to:  

 Adopt a mindset that business and ethics go together, and even further, to 

look for opportunities to point out to employees how ethics is a factor in the 

CEO’s decision making process. A CEO’s ability to talk about ethics in this 

way, to model ethical conduct, and to earn the trust of employees is what will 

set the proper tone from the top and convince their organization that ethics 

really matters. 

 Ensure that an effective ethics and compliance 

program is in place. A CEO should request regular 

updates from the CECO regarding the growth of the 

ethical culture in the organization. It is important for 

the CEO to review findings of risk assessments and 

briefings on efforts to measure the progress of the 

program. Take a leading role in the ethics and 

compliance program is critical; the CEO should be the 

first to take the training, participate in a safety walk, 

be the one who uses the code for guidance, and 

actively call the helpline with a question. 

 Give sufficient authority and designation to the 

CECO. The CEO should appoint a CECO, and ask 

him or her to, at the very least, report directly to the 

CEO with an unrestricted line to the audit committee. 

The CEO should require the CECO to participate in executive level 

discussions and strategic decisions. 

 Provide adequate resources for the ethics and compliance program. Even 

in the face of adversity for the organization, a CEO should resist cutting the 

ethics and compliance program budget. Research shows that during times of 

transition and difficulty, misconduct increases by as much as 11%.75 The 

ethics and compliance program, if adequately resourced, can help to weather 

even the most difficult of circumstances. 

 



CECOs are stewards of the ethics and compliance program within their organizations. As such, the need 

persists to find ways to establish and maintain the best program possible, even if this requires challenging 

authorities to provide more resources or a different organizational structure.  

Ethics and compliance officers have a responsibility to:  

 Initiate conversations to revisit the stated responsibilities of the CECO. 

CECOs should examine the culture of the organization and talk candidly 

with leaders at the highest level about the authority and resources that are 

really needed to run the ethics and compliance program effectively.  

 Be courageous to ask for authority and responsibility needed to do the 

job. It may require demonstrated leadership before the CECO can be 

awarded a leadership role. Many ethics and compliance officers complain 

about not being given adequate authority, but few actually seek out the 

responsibility. Raising the question will, at the least, serve as an 

opportunity to make senior leaders aware of the ethics needs of the 

organization.  

 Use experience, knowledge, and leadership to point out the ethics and 

compliance dimensions of board decisions and executive leadership 

conversations. A CECO must take every opportunity to highlight the 

situations where ethics and compliance is a part of daily business activity, 

and serve as a support to senior leaders as they strive to set the proper tone 

from the top by making ethics important in everyday activities.  

 Support efforts to advance the profession. 

A CECO can do so by:  

1. joining a professional association in the industry and taking on a leadership role;  

2. supporting education programs for ethics and compliance professionals as both a 

participant and a leader;  

3. engaging in discussions with colleagues to advance best practices;  

4. endorsing efforts to heighten public awareness of emerging issues in organizational 

ethics and compliance; and  

5. serving as a mentor to new ethics and compliance professionals.  



 

There are many organizations that comprise the ethics and compliance industry, each dedicated to 

providing resources and services to help CECOs and their staff members as they work to create effective 

programs. Whether for-profit or nonprofit, these organizations often have a unique knowledge of the field 

from having worked with many different ethics and compliance programs and professionals. The 

knowledge and reach of these organizations can be of great assistance to CECOs throughout the industry. 

Leaders of professional organizations in the ethics and compliance industry have a responsibility to: 

 Work together to uphold and promote professional 

standards of practice in the profession. Professional 

organizations with multiple stakeholders and members can 

help to advance a new standard of high-level oversight and 

executive-level positioning for CECOs. Leaders should 

distribute and promote this document to members, and 

challenge senior executives to consider the structure of 

their internal programs and adopt the suggestions 

discussed herein. 

 Provide educational resources, continuing education, 

and other support for professionals. Leaders of 

professional organizations can further the ethics and 

compliance field by offering courses and training 

programs for CECOs to equip them as corporate 

executives and leaders. A leader should also conduct research to determine 

the practices that make the most impact and to identify the ROI (return on 

investment) of a CECO. It is also important to engage CECOs in discussion 

with one another to provide support for their efforts to advance their internal 

programs. 

 Create ways to nurture the next generation of CECOs. Leaders should 

encourage the addition of ethics and compliance courses in educational 

institutions, and endorse efforts by corporations to hire new professionals 

with training in ethics and compliance. Through implementing conferences, 

training sessions, and mentoring programs for entry-level and lower-level 

employees in ethics and compliance, leaders of professional organizations 

can help to cultivate the next generation of CECOs. 

Leading integrity is perhaps one of the most important job responsibilities in the corporate world today. In 

a time of heightened media attention to corporate activities, lowered trust by investors and the broader 

public, greater potential harm that can be caused by large companies and other organizations, and 

growing efforts to regulate business, CECOs have a great deal to offer to their organizations through the 

programs they can help create and maintain. Yet many have not yet fully realized their potential, due to 



constraints imposed by their position in the organization, the expectations laid before them, or the 

resources they are given. When it comes to ethics and compliance, the investment is always worthwhile. 

After all, ethical conduct is not only necessary for preventing problems, it is also the key ingredient to 

investor and stakeholder trust. We encourage readers to review the investment they are making in ethics 

and compliance, and we anticipate improved results. 


